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 Your     Name:     ________________________________________                       November     27,     2022 

 REVIEW     OF     LESSONS     4,     5,     and     6 

 Lesson     4:  Creation     and     the     Angels 
 Draw     a     line     from     the     question 

 in     this     column     .     .     .  .     .     .     to     the     best     answer     in     this     column. 

 1.     What     are     the     angels? 

 2.     Did     all     the     angels     remain     faithful     to     God? 

 3.     What     happened     to     the     angels     who     rebelled 
 against     God? 

 4.     What     happened     to     the     angels     who     remained 
 faithful     to     God? 

 5.     How     do     the     good     angels     help     us? 

 a.     They     pray     for     us,     act     as     messengers     from     God 
 to     us,     and     serve     as     our     guardian     angels. 

 b.     Angels     are     pure     spirits,     without     bodies. 

 c.      They     were     cast     into     hell,     and     are     called     bad 
 angels     (or     devils). 

 d.      Not     all     the     angels     remained     faithful     to     God; 
 some     of     the     sinned. 

 e.     They     entered     into     eternal     happiness     in     heaven; 
 these     are     the     good     angels. 

 Also     remember     from     Lesson     4:  The     chief     creations     of     God     are     the     angels     and     man.     God     made 
 everything     out     of     nothing. 

 Lesson     5:  Creation     and     the     Fall     of     Man 
 Draw     a     line     from     the     question 

 in     this     column     .     .     .  .     .     .     to     the     best     answer     in     this     column. 

 1.     What     is     man? 

 2.     What     commandment     did     God     give     Adam     and 
 Eve? 

 3.     What     happened     to     Adam     and     Eve     after     they 
 disobeyed     God? 

 4.     What     is     the     sin     Adam     and     Eve     committed 
 called     in     us? 

 5.     Was     any     human     person     ever     free     from     original 
 sin? 

 a.     Man     is     a     creature     made     of     body     and     soul,     and 
 made     in     the     image     and     likeness     of     God. 

 b.     The     Blessed     Virgin     Mary     was     free     from     original 
 sin,     and     this     favor     is     called     her     Immaculate 
 Conception. 

 c.     The     sin     in     us     is     called     original     sin. 

 d.     Not     to     eat     of     the     fruit     of     a     certain     tree     that     grew 
 in     the     Garden     of     Paradise     (Eden). 

 e.     They     lost     sanctifying     grace     and     the     right     to 
 heaven,     and     were     driven     from     the     Garden     of 
 Paradise. 

 Also     remember     from     Lesson     5:  God     gave     us     two     great     powers     -     to     know     and     to     love.     The     sacrament     of 
 Baptism     removes     from     our     souls     the     original     sin     committed     by     Adam     and     Eve     which     we     inherit. 
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 Lesson     6:  Actual     Sin 

 Draw     a     line     from     the     question 
 in     this     column     .     .     .  .     .     .     to     the     best     answer     in     this     column. 

 1.     What     is     actual     sin? 

 2.     What     is     mortal     sin? 

 3.     What     is     venial     sin? 

 4.     What     3     things     are     necessary     to     make     a     sin 
 mortal? 

 5.     In     what     2     ways     can     a     sin     be     venial? 

 a.     Any     willful     thought,     desire,     word,     action,     or 
 omission     forbidden     by     the     law     of     God. 

 b.     A     grievous     offense     against     the     law     of     God. 

 c.     A     less     serious     offense     against     the     law     of     God. 

 d.     The     sin     must     be     seriously     wrong,     or 
 considered     to     be     seriously     wrong;     the     sinner 
 must     know     it     is     seriously     wrong;     and     the     sinner 
 must     fully     consent     to     it. 

 e.     First,     the     sin     is     not     seriously     wrong;     second, 
 when     the     evil     done     is     seriously     wrong,     but     the 
 sinner     sincerely     believes     it     is     only     slightly     wrong, 
 or     does     not     give     full     consent     to     it. 

 Also     remember     from     Lesson     6:  Mortal     sin     drives     Jesus     out     of     our     lives.     Committing     venial     sins     on 
 purpose     can     lead     to     mortal     sin.     God     is     always     merciful     to     us     sinners     if     we     sincerely     seek     His 
 forgiveness     in     the     sacrament     of     Reconciliation. 

 Your     Notes: 
 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Always     tell     your     catechist     (say:  cat  -eh-kist)     if     you     do     not     understand     something! 

 WE     ARE     HERE     TO     HELP     YOU!  :) 
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